“I am a big woman I need big hair” –Aretha Franklin
“Having black hair is unique in that black women change up styles a lot” – Queen Latifah
I’ve always been intrigued by colour and by interesting hair” – Nicki Minaj
“ I have worn fake hair since I was 17 years old” – Tyra Banks
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“In particular I want to talk about natural black hair and how it is not just hair” –
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
“No matter what your hair looks like once it’s wet, it’s about embracing it and loving
yourself for you and all that that entails.” – Keshia Knight Pulliam
“I’d been starved for images of myself. I’d grown up watching a lot of American TV” – Lupita
Nyon’go
“When I cut my hair, the whole sound changed, my style changed” – Rihanna

Intro

‘Why do you keep your hair natural?’ Is a question I hear often asked.
This is funny, because you would think that anything natural should
not have to be justified.

I keep my hair natural, because I like exploring the versatility that
comes with it. I keep my hair natural, because I would like to raid my
fridge and explore what the different ingredients can do for my hair.
I keep my hair natural, because my relaxed hair just wasn’t cutting it.
I keep my hair natural, because it is beautiful. I keep my hair natural,
because it is natural.
‘Is it challenging to wear your hair this way?’
To a certain extent, because styling is an issue where you have
certain expectations that do not meet the reality. Yes, because of the
extreme amount of shrinkage I experience, it makes it harder for me
to style my hair. I did know how much work actually goes into having
healthy hair, however it teaches you to take good care of your hair in
a healthy way. If you have a regimen, it is not necessarily challenging,
as a regimen gives you structure, and depending on your regimen it
could make taking care of your hair a lot easier.
’”Big Chop” vs “transitioning”; what is your take on it?’
I chose to do the big chop, because I wanted to do something
dramatic. My hair had heat damage and this caused it to lose
elasticity. If I could go back, I would transition, because I would be
able to protect my healthy strands. I think transitioning could be
easier in terms of length retention, because people who transition do
not experience single strand knots, so they have less breakage. I
think that transitioning delays the process of being fully natural,
because you have two textures to deal with, and sometimes this
causes laziness.

‘How’s your journey going so far; is it what you expected?’
“To be honest I lack focus, so I am not consistent with my regimen,
twisting my hair before I go to bed, or sleeping with a satin cap or
any cap in general, so… I completely understand my progress and
what has caused my limitations and I am still motivated.”
“Not necessarily, as my expectation of my growth and thickness have
not yet been met in my opinion. In my first year of going natural, I
did not know anything about it, therefore I did not go through the
stage where I became a ‘product junkie’. As result I did not know

what my hair liked and did not like therefore I am only figuring this
stuff out now.”
“I still have to explore different products, because I am still figuring
out which products work for me, and also I guess the journey
grounds me. However, I have not set definite expectations therefore
I’m just going with the flow.

Chapter 1: Porosity, Density and the diameter of your hair

What is porosity?
Porosity, is how well your hair absorbs moisture. Due to this, there
are 3 different types of porosities; high, medium and low. In addition,
porosity tells you how to layer your products in your hair
High porosity hair: absorbs moisture quickly but loses it at the same
rate. So you can get moisture into your hair easily, but also lose it
very quickly. For people with high porosity, they will do the LOC
method (liquid, oil, cream) so as to cover their sealant with an extra
layer of moisture on top of it, as they know that the moisture
escapes quickly.
Low porosity hair: has problems getting moisture into it, because
your cuticles are so tightly shut, that moisture sits on top of your hair
instead of penetrating the hair shaft. However, once you have that
moisture locked in it stays moisturised for days, as your cuticles are
shut tight, trapping in the moisture. You can moisturise your hair by
using the LCO (liquid, cream, oil) method, because it will ensure that
the moisture will be sealed in. In addition, when it comes to low
porosity hair there are some natural hair “rules” that just do not
apply to low porosity hair. For example; rinsing with cold water.
Usually, people use cold water to seal in the moisture and close the
hair cuticle. However, since low porosity hair has a problem opening
the cuticle, it is usually better to rinse with warm water. This is
because heat is the key to dealing with this type of hair. Therefore,
good practices that would benefit this hair type would include
baggying, warming your conditioner, and steaming.
Medium porosity hair: you have no problem with retaining the
moisture, therefore you can do any version of the LOC or the LCO as
your hair is versatile.

What is density?
Density is the amount of individual hair strands on your scalp. Due to
this, you know how much product you should apply to your hair. You
need to avoid putting too much or too little.

High density is when you have a lot of hair strands on your scalp. Due
to this, you have to apply a lot of product, and you need to apply
more concentrated product than someone with less hair on their
scalp, someone with low density, would have to use diluted products
in smaller amounts, so that their hair does not feel weighed down.
For medium density, you can try any amount of product to try and
find the perfect balance.
Diameter
Diameter is the thickness of your individual strand of hair. There are
three diameters: coarse (thick), fine (thin), and medium. People with
coarse hair would need to use heavier products such as raw Shea
butter, whereas people with fine strands, need to use lighter
products and do more protein treatments. People with medium
diameter, can use any kind of product, but need to be careful and
find the balance so as not to weigh down the hair.

Chap ter 2: Products

Every ‘naturalista’ should know that before buying any product you
need to check the ingredients of your products. Ingredients such as
sulphates, parabens, silicones, alcohols, petrolatum and mineral oil
should be avoided when buying your hair products.
Sulphates:
Parabens: do not have a direct effect to your hair as they can be
easily washed off, however the absorption of parabens into your skin
increases chances of getting breast cancer, as proven by a study by
Cornell University that 99 % of breast cancer show presence of
parabens( curly nikki to find the article)
Silicones: are not soluble in water, hence create a coating over your
hair that gives you artificial softness, but actually makes your hair
more brittle, thus causing breakage.
Alcohols: Such as SD Alcohol 40, Ethanol, SD Alcohol, Propyl,
Porpanol, and/or Isopropyl are very drying. The hair might feel good
at first but after a while it will make your hair brittle.

Petrolatum:
Mineral oil:
Where to find good products: Remember that when buying your
products, it is better to choose them according to your porosity, to
maximise on the products effects. In Swaziland, you can find natural
hair product brands that we use such as Cantu, Shear Moisture and
Aunt Jackies, however there are also other natural hair catering
brands such as Palmers, Twisted Sista, Doctor Miracles and Design
Essentials (INSERT PICTURES OF THE DIFFERENT BRANDS) at Clicks.
As a disclaimer, some of these other products include parabens or
silicones, (ASK YOLZ ABOUT DIMENTHICONE). Due to the natural hair
community growing in Swaziland there are a vast amount of
businesses that cater to naturalistas. Such as the online business
called platinum hair that sells a various amount of natural product
like satin caps and styling tools like flexi rods as well as Imara that
also sells different natural hair products like own whipped shea
butter imported from Kenya. Then you have spice the type natural
who prefers to make their own products. In addition, to these there
is a salon called Venus hair design that has a natural hair stylist that
caters to natural haired customers as well as sells the natural hair
line called Design Essentials and other products.
GOOD MOISTURISERS AND LEAVE-IN CONDITIONERS MUST HAVE
WATER AS THEIR FIRST OR SECOND INGREDIENT.

Essential oils
Essential oils are extracts from natural ingredients that are most
beneficial for your hair when used in small amounts because they are
very concentrated, therefore can be irritant if you use too much.
They also should not be used alone on your hair, they are better
when mixed with other oils. The most common essential oils include:
Lavender oil:
 which strengthens new growth, it soothes skin and encourages
follicle growth production, thickens your hair
Tea tree oil:
 which eliminates dandruff and stimulates growth and helps
when one has an itchy scalp
Peppermint oil:
 which soothes the scalp and promotes hair growth
Orange oil

 helps eliminate dandruff, hair loss and conditions your scalp.
Rosemary oil:
 which stimulates the scalp
 eases dandruff
 encourages follicle growth
 hair growth

Thyme oil:
 helps aid hair growth
 stimulates hair growth

Carrier oils
Carrier oils are light oils that are very beneficial when used on a daily
basis and work best when mixed with other oils to promote growth
and strengthen your hair. Carrier oils include:

Olive oil:
 It also easily penetrates in the shaft of your hair to keep it
moisturised.
 Helps with dandruff, frizz, shine and sealing hair
Coconut oil:
 Strengthens hair
 Faster hair growth
 Eliminate dry frizzy hair
 Restore shiny hair dandruff remedy
 Treats dry scalp

Castor oil:
 which seals in the moisture due to its thickness
 promotes hair growth

 strengthens hair
 prevents hair breakage
 reverse damage hair
Grapeseed oil which contains vitamin E, proteins and minerals which
nourish and strengthens your hair
Almond oil:
 Aids in healthy hair growth
 Strengthens hair
 Repairs splits ends
Macadamia

Avocado
 smooths hair cuticles
 high in protein
 helps protect future damage

Jojoba :
 It is an oil that is the most similar to the natural oil that our
hair produces called sebum
 Rebalances sebum production
 Nourishes scalp
Neem *
 Promotes hair growth
 Conditions dry hair

 Gets rid of head lice
 Helps with dandruff and itching
 Keeps your scalp healthy
Amla*
 Rich in vitamin C and fatty acids
 Great conditioner
 Stimulates growth
 Strengthens follicles of hair
 Prevents dandruff

Chapter 3: DIYs
DIYs are very important for naturalistas because they are cost
effective, you know what you are putting in your hair is healthy
because you are not using too many processed products like the
store-bought products, and it is a good opportunity for you to see
what works and what doesn’t.

Daily moisturiser DIYS include
Aloe Vera + water.
 Aloe Vera is beneficial because it moisturizes and conditions
the hair, balances the PH of your hair, promotes growth,
makes your hair shiny, thickens the hair, improves the
ELASTICITY of your hair.
 Water is a good moisturizer because it is the purest
moisturizer without too many chemicals, it is a good base for
your DIYs and it is easily absorbed in your hair.
Coconut milk, honey, glycerine, conditioner, and water.
 Coconut milk is rich in vitamins, calcium and iron which grow
your hair amazingly. It provides strength to your hair which
reduces breakage.
 Honey is a natural moisturiser and heals the damage on your
hair

 Glycerine is perfect for moisturising…
IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT OILS ONLY DO NOT MOISTURISE
YOUR HAIR, WATER AND WATER BASED LEAVE-IN CONDITIONERS
MOISTURISE YOUR HAIR AND THE OILS SEAL IN THE MOISTURE

Leave in conditioner DIYs include:
Glycerine, essential oil of your choice, water and aloe Vera juice: this
can be used as a leave-in conditioner to keep your hair moisturised.
Rose water, essential oil of your choice and water
 Rose water is beneficial for your hair because it eliminates the
frizz in your hair, conditions your hair and promotes shiny hair.

DIY deep conditioners are treatments that help moisture your hair
deeply and retain moisture for a longer period of time. They are a
very important part of your wash day. They include:
Greek yoghurt/plain yoghurt, olive oil, honey and any conditioner of
your choice
Plain yoghurt acts as a light protein to strengthen your hair and keep
it conditioned.
Egg yolk, coconut oil, banana, avocado, honey
Egg yolk strengthens the hair
Banana acts as a hair softener and untangles the hair
Avocado hydrates and smoothes the hair

Aloe Vera, coconut oil and castor oil
This is perfect for dry, brittle hair and retains the moisture in the hair
for a long time.
DIY protein treatments help rebuild the protein content of your hair
and strengthen your hair. As they feel in the gaps in your hair shaft
they fill in the gaps in the hair. It can be done once a month or once
every two weeks according to what you think your hair needs most.
However , the proteins in food are not large enough to fill in the gaps
in the hair shaft therefore, store bought products such as Aphogee
are highly recommended as they are small enough to fill in the gaps.
Despite this fact, this is not to say that proteins found in food do not
have any benefits. Some of the benefits of protein treatments
include:

 Attaches to weak areas of hair to help strengthen it
 Hardens cuticle layer and creates protective layer
 Strengthens dry, brittle hair
 Treats damage from heat styling
 Temporarily mends split ends
Some DIY protein treatments include:

Mayonnaise, egg, milk and yoghurt
 Mayonnaise helps to strengthen the hair
Contains natural oils that deeply moisturise hair

 Egg is the perfect protein to prevent breakage and encourage
new growth from the root.
 Milk conditions, moisturises, and adds shine to the hair.
 Yogurt is used to get rid of dandruff, because it has antifungal
properties that help fight it.
It is also used to tame hair frizz because it softens the hair.
It reduces hair fall.
You can also use these ingredients individually and add carrier oils
such as olive oil or castor oil

Chapter 4: Regimens
A hair regimen is basically a schedule that you can follow in order to
be consistent with your hair journey and obtain optimum growth.
Usually your hair regimen begins on your wash day (the day you
wash your hair).
Your wash day sets the tone for the week, so one could say that
wash day is the most important part of your regimen, so your wash
day is very important and it should take place in the following steps.

Wash day regimen
1. Prepoo (pre-shampoo): This is basically where you prep your
hair with oil olive oil/coconut oil/light oil of your choice)
and/or aloe vera, to moisturise your hair the night before to
ensure that you do not completely strip your hair of moisture
when you wash it.
After this you should wrap your hair with a plastic bag or a
shower cap for 6 to 24 hours, to make sure that the moisture
doesn’t escape and creates a hot atmosphere around your
head to deeply moisturise your hair.
2. Monthly shampoo: This shouldn’t happen often is because
shampoo can strip your hair of moisture and your scalp of
natural oils, like sebum. Loss of moisture can lead to dry brittle
hair which is more susceptible to breakage. However we still
need clean scalps, so it is necessary. When washing your hair,
it is better to wash in sections because you can cleanse it more
efficiently and it prevents tangling.
When shampooing your hair do not pile it on your head like
in the commercials, it will knot and tangle your hair, so take it
in sections and wash in a downwards motion.
In addition instead of shampooing your hair every couple of
weeks, try co-washing (conditioner washing) as it helps your
hair maintain moisture and should be done not more that once
a week.
3. Apple Cider Vinegar (ACV) rinse: Removes the build up, closes
the cuticle, and balances the pH of your hair. In addition to
that ACV contains antibacterial qualities and can help with an
itchy scalp and dandruff. To apple, mix a quarter cup of ACV
with two cups of water and pour over your hair as a final rinse.

4. Condition and detangle: note that you should use silicone free
conditioners and whilst conditioning, you should detangle you
hair using your fingers or a wide toothed comb. This ensures
less breakage as the moisture from the water and conditioner
adds a slip-that makes it easy to detangle.
5. Protein treatment: This is done to strengthen your hair, as
mentioned before. Ideally, this should be done from 6 to 8
weeks apart, depending on your hairs need for protein.
6. Deep conditioning: This is done so as to restore and provide
extra moisture, setting the tone of moisture for the week.
Moisture is the key to growth of hair because, when hair is
moisturised, it is less prone to breakage, hence more growth.
This should be done every two weeks, but if you can, every
week. This should be done fro 40 minutes to an hour.
7. Finally twist your hair before drying, to prevent single strand
knots (ssk’s) which happens when single strands of your hair
curl into a knot around themselves. Next, dry you hair with an
old t-shirt, by gently blotting and squeezing the excess water
out without rubbing your head.
For the rest of the week moisturise and seal your hair using
the LCO or LOC method.
LCO is liquid, cream, oil. LOC is liquid, oil, cream. These vary
according to your porosity, where LOC is for high porosity, and
LCO is for low porosity.

This is a basic weekly regimen that you can adjust according to what
your hair needs and preferences are(Moisturise and Seal and OilMnS+Oil)
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Chapter 5: protective styling

Protective styles are styles that protect the ends of your hair as they
are the oldest parts of your hair as they are very fragile, and ensure
that your hair stays healthy in the time you keep the style. It is
necessary to remember to prep your hair before doing a protective
style. Prepping involves getting your hair ready for the manipulation
you are about to do. Such prep would include:
 Deeply cleansing your hair using shampoo (sulphate and
paraben free)
 Deep conditioning
 Do hot oil treatments- these are done by heating a mixture of
oils or one oil in either the microwave or through a water bath.
They are beneficial because they eliminate dandruff and frizz
from your hair, ensure blood circulation for your scalp and
help your hair grow.
 Trimming your ends- trimming means removing “1/4 to 1/2
an inch” of hair.
How often you do this depends on the
health of your hair, you may need a trim anywhere between
every six weeks to every four months. Trimming may seem

counterproductive if you desire long hair and if you have
dreams of hitting the waist length mark, as it will not grow
your hair any faster, but it will help you retain the length that
you already have. Trimming gets rid of any dry split ends
which can work their way up the hair shaft, causing even more
damage. However, on the bright side the better you take care
of your hair the less often you will need to trim your hair.
 It is advisable to wash your hair according to your regimen
even when you have the style. Even though some styles like
weaves cannot be washed, you should not to keep them for
too long so as to be able to wash your hair properly.

1. Prot ective styling using your natural hair

These include two-strand twists and twist-outs, Bantu knots,
African threading, three-strand braids (with your own hair),
buns, flat twists (pictures). These can be kept in for days or
weeks depending on your preference but it is advisable that
you do not constantly redo your braids every night or every
other night as it causes breakage, so opt to keep your
protective style for a minimum of a week.

During the protective style:
 Make sure the style you have chosen to do is not too
tight
 Do not tie the twists too tight
Maintenance
 wash your hair according to your normal schedule
 use the pads of your fingers , not your nails to lift the
dirt, as nails can be too rough and can cause sores,
hence increasing the chances of damaging your hair
 Do not wash your hair when you have cheap nail
polish, as it has been proven to cause hair breakage,
as it snags on the hair and damages it.
 condition in sections so that the style does not come
loose
 dry your hair completely to avoid mild dew
 Remember to moisturise your hair regardless of the
style, using the LOC or LCO method as the hair will
break off if it is too dry as usually many naturals that
do protective styles forget about taking care of their

hair. And remember to oil your edges to ease tension
and maintain growth from the root
Removal:
 work in small sections, apply condition to loosen the hair
 use the metal tip of a rat tail comb to remove knots
( include picture of it )

1. Protective styling using extensions

These include weaves, crochet braids, normal braids. These
should be kept for six weeks so as to avoid breakage caused by
tangles.
During:
 For extensions, make sure that the variations of the partings
made on your hair are uniform, not too big or too small and
do not overload sections with too much hair as in braids do
not have too much hair for one individual braid as it causes
tangles and breakage.

 Make sure that the braids are not too tight so as not to
cause breakage.
Maintenance:
 You can mix coconut or olive oil with water and aloe Vera
gel and spray it in your extensions up to the point where
your hair stops in the extension.
Removal:
 Follow the same steps as mentioned before in the natural
protective styles

2. Wigs:

Wearing wigs are a great type of way to effectively achieve the
goal of protective styling: protect your hair against breakage.
Usually under your wig, you would have your hair in natural
protective style. A benefit of wearing wigs is that they last for a
long time, therefore you do not have to manipulate the hair
underneath that often as the wig will always keep you looking
well kempt.

During:
 Follow the same steps as mentioned before in the natural
protective styles
Maintenance:
 Follow the same steps as mentioned before in the natural
protective styles
Removal:
 Follow the same steps as mentioned before in the natural
protective styles

Chapter 6: hair practices: the do’s and don’ts

Do’s
Wear a satin bonnet/cap/scarf
when you sleep to prevent
moisture loss when you sleep
Stay hydrated as water is the
main source of energy for hair
cells. It also clears the body
from pollutants that cause hair
loss. Drink eight glasses of
water a day to keep your hair
strong and growing.

Scalp massages are
recommended as they
increase blood circulation,
which stimulates follicles and
encourages growth.
Add aloe Vera or honey to
your conditioner for extra
moisture

Read ingredients of your
product to know what you are
putting in your hair

Steam your hair if possible, to
open the cuticles and hydrate
your hair.

don’ts
Do not detangle your hair
when it is dry.
Do not use heat through blow
drying or straightening your
hair as excessive use of heat
will prevent length retention
as it can cause dryness and
breakage and make you lose
the elasticity of your curls. If
you choose to use heat, deep
condition your hair first
before that. It is also advisable
to do a protein treatment first
Do not touch your hair often
as it will dry out faster.

Do not over manipulate your
hair as it will put too much
stress on your hair. The
kinkier your hair is, the easier
it is for it to break.
Do not over comb or brush
your hair, as brushing can rip
and tear the hair apart, when
possible try finger combing
instead
Do not towel-dry your hair.
Towels contain fibres that can
snap your hair. Gently bloat
dry your hair with an old T-

shirt to avoid breakage
Eat well and have a balanced Do not keep your split ends as
diet as a balanced diet has
they cause more breakage
minerals and vitamins that aid near the roots. Trimming
the growth of your hair.
regularly helps retain length.
Moisturise your hair, as
Do not over moisturise your
moisture is the key to growth hair because it will make your
hair limp like an overcooked
noodle….
Do protein treatments so as to Do not use too much protein
strengthen your strands and
as it will harden your strands.
fill in the gaps

Chapter 7: Youtube Channels
Naptural 85:

Naptural 85 is very famous in the natural hair community as
she posts vasts amounts of videos that range from diy’s to
styling tips that cater to all kinds of natural hair. Her, DIY’s are
especially helpful as she outlines step by step what to do for
each of the DIY’s and how each of the ingredients benefits your
hair. (include pictures)

Yolz channel:

She is a natural hair youtuber who is from South Africa and due
to that it is most likely that the products that she uses could be
more available to you in comparison to people who do not lie
in the same area(continent) as you. In addition, Yolz tries to
use products for her hair that you can find in your own kitchen
like avocado, olive oil, and mayonnaise as an example. Which
makes her methods easier to use

Journey to Waist length

At the moment this youtuber has colour treated hair. This
could be helpful to some of you that have dyed your hair or
would like to die your hair might not know how to take care of
it. This is because when your hair is colour treated you need to
take special care of it and she has a regimen that caters to
colour treated hair.

Alina Alive

This youtuber does not only talk about natural hair but talks
about health in general, so if you want to find a youtuber who
talks about health as well as natural hair she is your girl.

Chapter 8: Interviews
Anna

Interviewer: When and why did you go natural?
Anna: I transitioned from relaxed hair to natural in January 2016
because I did a lot ofresearch, watched natural hair videos, and I
heard of the natural hair movement and wanted to do my bit as well.

Interviewer: Do you have a regimen? If so what is it?
Anna: I usually have braids for two months from the beginning of the
term, I undo them during midterm and detangle my hair using a wide
tooth comb from Pick n Pay. I moisturise my hair a lot (prepoo)
before shampooing it so that my hair is not too dry. When I wash it I
use Auntie Jackie’s cleansing co-wash with ACV. Before conditioning
my hair I put my hair in twists. I use any conditioner lying around I’m
not very particular about which one I use. I always air dry my hair, I
never use heat for straightening or anything. Afterwards, I either
leave my hair out as it is or braid it to stretch it out. Once a week I
seal in my moisture using coconut oil, jojoba, and castor oil.
Interviewer: Where do you find your oils
Anna: My dad got the ORS jojoba oil from green cross pharmacy

Interviewer: What is one product or thing in your regimen that you
do that you think has really promoted your hair growth?
Anna: I think that coconut oil is the answer to everything. I use it for
my hot oil treatment once a month and I really like it.
Interviewer: What is one thing you would tell someone who wants to
go natural specifically in the school setting with all the work we have
to do here?
Anna: if you want to go natural, don’t do it tomorrow; Do it now. And
also it does not takevery long to take care of it, you just moisturise
your hair and fluff it out for the day.

Knokks

Interviewer: when did you go natural?
Knokks: it’s a long story… I was born natural; I never cut or
relaxed my hair until I was 12. Then I did dreads, then last year,
in 2016, I got tired of my dreads and I did not want to cut them,
so I undid my dreads for a whole month from April to May.
Interviewer: why have you always been natural? Why did you
not feel the need to relax?
Knokks: I never wanted to relax, and I remember after I got
dreads, I smelt relaxer and it smells horrible, so I never wanted
to relax my hair ever. I also like natural hair because you can do
lots of things with it, you can have it curly, straight, big or short.
Interviewers: do you have a specific regimen that you follow?
Knokks: before braiding, I melt coconut oil with macadamia oil,
section my hair in twists, then put a showercap on and leave it
on. You also have to know your hair type to know what style
you want to wear, if you want to wear your hair big or short. I
deep condition on holidays with coconut oil, Jamaican Black
Castor Oil, macadamia oil and amla oil. And when I wash my
hair, I section it in quarters, comb it while washing it, then
braid it again, and when I get out of the shower I comb it again.

I don’t know about protein treatments, and I am not sure if you
can find them in Swaziland, I ll research on that.
Interviewer: What products do you use and where do you get
them from?
Knokks: I discovered Auntie Jackie’s leave-in conditioner from
Clicks. My grandmother lives in the Caribbean, so I get
Jamaican Black castor oil from her because it is like 3 dollars
there. My mom came home with macadamia oil on the way
back from Nelspruit, and grape seed oil can be found at Pick n
Pay or Clicks.
Interviewer: What is the one product that you feel helped a
lot with your growth?
Knokks: coconut oil and I am yet to discover Jmaican Black
Castor oil because it’s really expensive.

GLOSSARY
APL: Arm pit length
ACV: Apple cider vinegar
ALS: Ammonium lauryl sulphate- it is found in most shampoos,
and is drying to natural hair
BC: Big chop- when you go natural by cutting off the damaged
or relaxed part of your hair (usually all of it)
Carrier Oils: Base oils used to dilute essential oils. (Almond,
jojoba, and grape seed oil).
Clarifying: Removing dirt oil and product build up from the
hair using clarifying shampoos.

Cones: Short for silicones- a type of ingredient found in some
hair products. Cones are not water soluble and leave a film on
hair strands, so you have to use shampoo to remove the build
up.
Co-wash: Using conditioner to wash hair instead of shampoo.
DC: Deep condition- to leave conditioner on hair for 15 to 30
minutes.
Dusting: Slightly trimming the ends of hair.
EO: Stands for essential oil- highly concentrated liquids
derived from flowers and plants. They are known for their
therapeutic properties and aromatic scents and are usually
mixed with carrier oils. Examples include tea tree, rosemary,
lavender, and peppermint oil.
EVOO: Extra virgin olive oil.
Line of demarcation: The point where old relaxed hair meets
new natural hair.
No-poo: Opting to not use shampoo in a routine.
Pre-poo: Applying oil and/or conditioner before shampooinghelps hair retain moisture and makes detangling easier.
Regimen: The methods and products one uses to maintain
their hair.
Sealing: The process of applying oil to the hair after applying
water or a water based leave-in conditioner- seals the moisture
into your strands.
Slip: How slippery your hair is, after applying conditioner, and
you can easily run your fingers or comb through your strandsproducts with good slip make it easier to remove tangles
without breakage.

SLC: Sodium lauryl sulphate- an ingredient found in most
shampoos that is damaging to natural hair.
TWA: Teeny weeny afro- typically the result of a big chop.
Transitioning: The process of moving from relaxed hair to
natural hair- happens through cutting all the relaxed hair off at
once, or by gradually cutting off the straight ends over time.
Twist out: A style that is achieved by braiding the hair into
two strand twists, then untwisting after a period of time- the
style manipulates the hair, temporarily altering its texture and
appearance.
Wash-and-go: Washing your hair, then applying products to
leave as is- the hairs texture is not manipulated in any way.
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